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A comparative study of measurement standards for re-

gulating maximum motorcycle noise emission

by Ulf Sandberg, Peter Stahl, Thomas Barrett and
Ruben Mild

National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

8-581 01 LINKCPING Sweden

ABSTRACT

This report presents a comparison between three methods

for measurement of motorcycle noise emission, namely

ECE Regulation 41, ECE Regulation 51 and a method spe

cified by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency. All the three methods specify a standard for

measurement of noise both from vehicles in motion and

stationary~vehicles.

The methods are compared by applying them for measure-

ments on twelve motorcycles of different sizes. Two to

three times more measurements than required by the

standards were made. In addition, the complete tests

for two motorcycles were repeated at six different

occasions. This enabled an analysis of the errors in-

herent in each method; especially the random errors.

Data on run-to-run variation in noise level, repeata-

bility, correlation between the methods, motorcycle

rankings by the methods and noise levels for the motor-

cycles are presented. There is a potential for improve-

ments in some of the methods, and suggestions concer-

ning this are given.
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Jamforande studie av metoder for matning av bulleré
emission fran motorcyklar

av Ulf Sandberg, Peter Stahl, Thomas Barrett och

Ruben Mild

Statens vag och trafikinstitut

581 O1 LINKOPING

REFERAT

Rapporten presenterar en jamforelse mellan tre presump

tiva metoder for matning av motorcykelbuller, namligen

ECE Reglemente 41, ECE Reglemente 51 och en metod som

utarbetats av amerikanska naturvardsverket (EPA). Samt-

liga metoder omfattar bullerprovning med dels accele-

rerande dels stillastaende fordon.

Metoderna jamfors genom att analysera resultaten fran

provningar av tolv motorcyklar av skilda storlekar.

Tva till tre ginger 8% manga matningar som kravs av

resp standard har utforts. Dessutom har tva av motor

cyklarna genomgatt kompletta provningar vid sex olika

tillfallen. Darigenom har en analys av varje metods

onoggrannhet mojliggjorts - framfor allt har de statis-

tiska felen kunnat undersokas.

Data ges i rapporten betraffande variation 1 bullerniva

mellan olika korningar, repeterbarhet, korrelation

mellan metoderna och bullernivaer fran de testade motor-

cyklarna. Vissa forbattringar i metoderna ar mojliga

att genomfora och rekommendationer betraffande detta

lamnas ocksa.
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A comparative study of measurement standards for re

gulating maximum motorcycle noise emission

by Ulf Sandberg, Peter Stahl, Thomas Barrett and
Ruben Mild

National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

S-581 01 LINKOPING Sweden

SUMMARY

According to studies on traffic noise annoyance, motor

cycles have been identified as the most annoying ve-

hicle group today. There are already, in some countries,

noise emission limits for motorcycles. However, the

standards for measurement of motorcycle noise emission

are presently subjected to a review on possible improve-

ments. In this context this institute was asked to

compare the different measurement standards proposed

as ECE Regulation 41, ECE Regulation 51 (for four-

wheeled vehicles) and a method specified by the United

States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). All three

methods incorporate both a standard for measurement on

vehicles in motion, used for regulation based on type-

approval tests, and a standard for measurement on sta-

tionary vehicles, enabling a simple in use vehicle

control.

All the three methods -in their motion and stationary

variants - have beenused to measure the noise emission

from a sample of motorcycles chosen to represent the

Swedish registration statistics, in terms of size, as

well as possible. Twelve motorcycles with original

equipment were used. These were tested according to the

standards but also in extended tests implying several

more runs than required by the standards. Additionally,

for two motorcycles the tests were repeated six times

at different occasions to determine the repeatability

of the respective measurements. In this way, it was

possible closely to investigate the statistical pro-

perties of each method. It was not primarily intended
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to test the noise emission of the motorcycles; there-

fore the number of tested motorcycles was limited,

enabling more emphasis to be put on the measurement

method rather than on the motorcycle properties.

The measurement methods differ in terms of both mea-

surement set-up and driving condition. It was, how-

ever, found that the methods generally correlated well

with each other. This was especially true for the

stationary methods.

No serious practical problems with the running of the

vehicles was noticed with the ECE R41 method. In a

few cases, however, the vehicles did not perform pro-

perly in part of the ECE R51 method (higher gear used

than in ECE R41). This method also required at least

twice as many runs as the ECE R41 method. The EPA

method also has some practical disadvantages as it

requires more space, more runs, and more labour due

to a special pre test to determine a starting point

for acceleration. No significant wheel-slip or lift-

off was noticed during any measurements.

It is concluded in the report that it is essential to

reduce all measurement errors as much as is practicabha,

even if the individual errors are smaller than the

smallest noticeable noise difference. If this is not

observed, all the errors might add to an unacceptable

overall error either obstructing the effective use of

the method, allowing no tolerances of production,or

allowing no normal noise degradation due to ageing.

Concerning random measurement errors it is concluded

that a repeatability, described as standard deviation,

of : 0.3-0.5 dB(A) in the standard motion tests and

about i 0.7 dB(A) in the standard stationary tests

was obtained. If rounding errors are included,it could
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mean that repeated tests differ 1-3 dB(A) due to these

random errors alone. Even higher deviations can arise

in extreme cases. The best method concerning random

errorsaqxxxuxsto be the ECE R41 vehicle in-motion

method. The EPA method appears to be somewhat poorer

in this respect, except concerning stationary measure-

ments when all methods are equally imprecise.

All the methods can be improved by a requirement for

extra warm up runs and the use of decimals in the

measured noise levels. The latter reduces the rounding

error. The ECE methods can be improved by the use of

more measurement runs, the use of "slow" time constant

in the stationary variant and by averaging all the

measured levels instead of retaining only the maximum.

With the present imprecision in the methods, it is con-

cluded that the 3 dB(A) allowance for noise degrada-

tion between type approval and production is question-

able. Measurement errors alone can amount to this

difference in certain cases. The prOposed improvements

might, however, eliminate much of this problem.

The ECE R41 method for vehicles in motion is recommend-

ed as the best method of those tested if all considera-

tions are weighted together. In the stationary test,

all methods are equally good, except that the EPA

method requiresfewernmasurements. This advantage is,

however, not sufficient to compensate for the disad-

vantages in the motion tests; thus, the ECE R41 is

recommended for use if it is judged impossible to mix

the methods. It also seems that the greatest potential

for improvement in precision exists for the ECE R41

method.

Some motorcycles emitted noise levels in violation of

the present limits. One emitted 131 dB(A) at 0.5 m
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from the exhaust outlet in the stationary test. The

average motorcycle (of those tested) emitted a noise

level equal to the limit for heavy trucks and six

times the sound power of an average passenger car.
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Jamforande studie av metoder for matning av buller-
emission fran motorcyklar

av Ulf Sandberg, Peter Stahl, Thomas Barrett och

Ruben Mild

Statens vag och trafikinstitut

581 01 LINKSPING

'SAMMANFATTNING

Undersokningar om trafikbullrets storande effekter har

identifierat motorcyklar sasom det mest storande for-

donsslaget. I manga lander, daribland Sverige, finns

redan gransvarden for maximalt buller fran motorcyklar.

Emellertid ar for narvarande matmetodiken foremal for

omprovning. Statens vag- och trafikinstitut ombads pa

dessa grunder att jamfora tre matmetoder som foreslagits

sasom rimliga alternativ, namligen ECE Reglemente 41,

ECE Reglemente 51 (som egentligen ar avsedd for fyr-

hjuliga fordon) och en metod utarbetad av amerikanska

naturvardsverket (EPA). Alla tre metoderna innehaller

specifikationer for tester med bade accelererande och

stillastaende fordon. Accelerationsprovningen ar avsedd

for i forsta hand typprovning av fordon, dvs kontroll

av att typen ej overskrider bullergransvardet. Den

stationara provningen ar 1 forsta hand en jamforande

provning avsedd att mojliggora efterkontroll av begag-

nade fordon.

Alla tre metoderna - i bade accelerations och stilla-

staende variant - har anvants for att mata buller-

emissionen fran ett antal motorcyklar som utvalts for

att representera svenska forhallanden 83 Val som moj

ligt. Tolv motorcyklar i originalutforande anvandes.

Dessa provades dels i enlighet med resp matstandard,

dels i utokade tester vilket innebar att atskilliga

fler matningar an nodvandigt utfordes. Dessutom upp-

repades alla matningar pa tva av motorcyklarna vid

sex olika tillfallen, i avsikt att erhalla ett matt pa

repeterbarheten for resp matstandard. Pa sa satt var
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det mojligt att tamligen noggrant undersoka varje me

tods betydelse for den totala noggrannheten. Det var

aldrig den primara avsikten att testa motorcyklars

bulleremission; darfor utnyttjades endast ett mlndre

antal motorcyklar vilket istallet mojliggjorde att

tyngdpunkten kunde laggas pa sjalva matmetodiken

snarare an pa fordonens egenskaper.

Matmetoderna skiljer sig bade i fraga om matforfarande,

matuppstallning och korsatt. Det visade Sig emellertid

att metoderna generellt korrelerade ganska val med

varandra. Detta gallde sarskilt de stationara metoder-

na.

Vid anvandning av metoden enligt ECE Reglemente 41

(ECE R41) marktes inga problem med korningen av motor

cyklarna. Vid korning enligt ECE R51 uppstod emellertid

problem i nagra fall, eftersom fordonen da inte acce

lererade jamnt. Den senare metoden kraver ocksa minst

dubbelt sa manga korningar som ECE R41. Aven EPA meto-

den kraver fler korningar an ECE R41, men dessutom

kravs med denna metod mer utrymme och en sarskild for-

provning for att bestamma en startpunkt for accelera-

tionen. Ingen av metoderna medforde problem med slir

ning eller lyftning av framhjulet vid accelerationerna.

Det fastslas i rapporten att det ar av storsta vikt att

reducera alla matfel sa mycket som ar praktiskt mojligt,

aven om de individuella felbidragen var for Sig ar

mycket mindre an den minsta bullerforandring som man

kan uppfatta. Om inte detta beaktas kan matfelen adde-

ras till en oacceptabel niva vilket omojliggor metodens

praktiska utnyttjande. En foljd av stora matfel kan

bl a bli att i vissa fall medges inga toleranser for

produktionsavvikelser eller for bullerokningar pa grund

av slitage.
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Angaende slumpfel dras slutsatsen att repeterbarheten

var i 0.3 0.5 dB(A) vid accelerationstesterna och ca

: 0.7 dB(A) 1 de stationara testerna. Om avrundnings-

felen inkluderas kan det innebara att upprepade tester

skiljer sig 1 3 dB(A) enbart beroende pa slumpfel. I

extremfall kan hogre avvikelser uppsta. Den basta me-

toden med avseende pa noggrannheten tycks vara ECE R41

(accelerationsprovning). EPA metoden tycks vara négot

samre i detta fall, utom vad galler den stationara

provningen, da den ar lika bra.

Rekommendationer ges for hur metoderna skall forbattras.

Detta innebar bl a reduktion av avrundningsfelet genom

att krava angivande av bullervarden med decimaler samt

att krava nagra extra provkorningar fore bullermat-

ningarna for att erhalla stationara tillstand. ECE-

metoderna kan dessutom forbattras genom att gora fler

matningar (korningar), berakna medelvardet av alla

matningar istallet for maximalvardet samt anvanda tid-

.konstanten "slow" istallet for "fast" pa ljudnivamata-

ren.

Med nuvarande brister i matmetodernas precision ar det

tveksamt om den skillnad pa 3 dB(A) mellan typprovning

och produktionstest som medges ar lamplig. Enbart mat-

fel kan i vissa fall uppga till denna storlek. Emeller-

tid kan de foreslagna forbattringarna reducera mycket

av detta problem.

Metoden ECE R41 for accelererande fordon bedoms som den

basta ifall alla egenskaper vags samman. Vid den sta-

tionara provningen ar alla metoderna i huvudsak lika

bra, forutom att EPA kraver farre matningar. Denna for-

del ar emellertid inte helt tillracklig for att kom-

pensera for nackdelarna Vid accelerationsprovningen.

Darfor rekommenderas ECE R41 for bada typerna av prov-

ning ifall det ar onskvart att inte blanda ihop ECE -
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och EPA-metoderna. Det verkar ocksé som om potentialen

fér férbattringar ér stérst hos ECE R41.

Négra motorcyklar avgav bullernivéer som bversteg nu-

varande grénsvérden. En motorcykel éstadkom 131 dB(A)

pé 0.5 m avsténd frén avgasréret. I medeltal avgav de

testade motorcyklarna buller av samma nivé som grams-

vérdet fér tunga lastbilar och sex génger ljudeffekten

frén typiska personbilar.
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INTRODUCTION

Noise from motorcycles is contributing little to noise

energy from street or road traffic. As an example,

some measurements on Californian streets indicated

that motorcycle noise energy was only 1% of total

traffic noise energy (ref 1). Another study estimates

that about 4% of the noise energy is caused by motor-

cycles (ref 2). Such results are, of course, much in

fluenced by the time (season etc) of measurement, lo

cation and behaviour of the drivers.

Yet, motorcycle noise has been identified as the most

annoying contribution in traffic noise today. For

example, ref 3 states that 99% of all complaints on

traffic noise as found by the Department of Transport

(U.K.) relate to motorcycles. In a study made by the

Environmental Protection Agency (USA) it was concluded

that motorcycles are a major source of noise annoyance

(ref 4).

The OECD has concluded that to achieve a significant

reduction of the exposure to traffic noise, reduction

of noise at source is essential. OECD member countries

should therefore impose limits on newly manufactured

vehicles, incorporating the most stringent levels poss-

ible and using the best practicable technology (ref 5).

Both in Europe and the USA it has been decided to

introduce new standards for maximum noise emission

from motorcycles. The United Nations Economic Commission

for Europe (ECE) and the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) in the USA have issued measurement

standards for this regulation purpose (ref 6 and 7).

Before the adoption of a new motorcycle noise emission

regulation in Sweden it was decided by the National
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Swedish Road Safety Office to compare the mentioned

ECE and EPA measurement methods as well as another

ECE method used for four-wheeled vehicles (ref 8).

This report presents the result of this comparative

study.
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SCOPE AND PURPOSE

The purpose of the project is to test if these three

possible motorcycle noise measurement standards:

ECE Regulation 41 (ref 6)

ECE Regulation 51 (ref 8)

EPA proposed rule of 1978 (ref 7)

are relevant and practicable for Swedish conditions

and vehicles, and to compare these methods with each

other.

Noise tests according to the standards should be made

for a number of vehicles representing the typical

range of motorcycles in Sweden, primarily to determine

the advantages and disadvantages of each method, but

also to check if any of the motorcycles perform in a

dangerous or inconvenient way during the tests.

It is also interesting to see if the ranking of motor-

cycles according to the measured noise levels is in-

fluenced by the choice of method.

It should be noted that the ECE Regulation 51 specifies

different driving conditions for passenger cars and

light trucks in relation to other vehicles. The measure-

ments reported here concern the latter case as

corresponds to the present Swedish regulation - although

the implication of using passenger car conditions is

also discussed.
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY

The first step was to systematically list the features

of each method, with special emphasis on the differences.

See chapter 5.

Then followed a test program including 12 motorcycles

which were considered reasonably "typical" for Sweden.

They covered cylinder capacities 125 1000 cm3, 2 and

4 stroke engines, manual (11) and automatic (1) gear

boxes as well as street (10) and motocross (2) vehicles.

The noise emission was tested according to each mea

surement standard both for accelerating and stationary

motorcycles. In order to get information on the re-

peatability, more runs than necessary according to the

standards were made, as well as the complete tests

were repeated on six different occasions for two of

the motorcycles. Generally, only A-weighted noise

levels were read, but for a few cases tape recordings

facilitated laboratory evaluation of frequency spectra

and other weighted levels. The latter was used only

to give a rough idea of typical frequency spectra.

In total, about 1400 measurements were made.

The measured values were evaluated in several ways.

It was judged that the following features of the test

methods were of particular interest which motivated

some consideration:

0 Problems in the running of the motorcycles

o Other praCtical problems with the measurements

0 The representativity of the measured noise levels

0 The variatiOn in results from different repeated

tests, here called repeatability

o The variation (standard deviation) of single measuree
ments in each test (within test variation) '
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o Possibilities to improve the precision by more runs
and different processing of the measured values

0 The asymmetry of the noise prOpagation at the sides
of the motorcycles

0 Motorcycle rankings, in terms of noise level, accord-

ing to the different methods

0 The correlation between measured noise levels accord-

ing to the different methods.

These features are covered in chapter 8.
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INSTRUMENTATION AND TESTING FACILITIES

For measurement of A-weighted noise levels, 1 e the

main part of the tests, a Br el & Kjaer Precision

Sound LevelMeter type 2232 was used (fig 1). It ful-

fils the requirements of IEKI651 class 1 (equivalent

to IEC 179) and ANSI 81.4 Type S1A, i e the require-

ments of the measurement standards in this case. The

sound level meter was mounted on a tripod and it was

calibrated with the Br el & Kjaer Acoustical Calibra-

tor type 4230. A special, useful feature of this sound

level meter is that it has a "maximum hold" function,

i e it automatically holds the maximum sound level

during a drive-by test and displays it on a digital

display.

The measurement, recording and analysis system for

producing frequency spectra is shown in fig 3.

All tests took place on a paved test track (asphaltic

concrete pavement, chippings 0-12 mm) on which it was

possible to have a hard surface of a width approxima-

tely 40 m at the testing area. No significant, acoust

ically reflecting objects were within 50 m from the

microphone target point. See fig 2.

Wind speed was measured at a near-by meteorological

station, 10 m above ground. At the microphone height,

(1.2 m) wind speed in an open space such as this is

approximately 70% of that at 10 m. The maximum recorded

wind speed during the tests, reduced to 1.2 m height,

was then 4.7 m/s, well below the 5.5 m/s specified

as a maximum in the EPA method.

Motorcycle speed was measured by the ordinary speedo

meter, which was calibrated before the measurements by

checking the time consumed when driving a 1000 m
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distance. Also, the relation between engine and ve-

hicle speed was checked by calculating the total speed

ratio from gearbox data and measured tire rolling cir

cumference.

To measure engine speed two tachometers were used:

1. An optical unit (Ono Sokki HT 430)

2. A VTI (National Swedish Road and Traffic Research

Institute) built unit

The optical unit was used where access to a rotating

engine component was available. Reflective tape was

placed on the rotating component which then enabled

the optical unit to count the engine revolutions.

When no rotating components were accessible the VTI

prepared unit was used. The unit registered the pulses

to the spark plug, and had facilities for both two and

four stroke engines.

Regarding the fitment of a tachometer on the motorcycles

the following principles were followed:

If fitted - one of the above units was used to check it

If not fitted - the VTI unit was used during the test

Different test drivers were used for different motor-

cycles. This was intentional; it was desired to in-

clude also the variability caused by different driver

skill and behaviour (of course within the driving

conditions specified in the standards). The sound

level readings were made by staff from this institute.
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MEASURING AND RECORDING SYSTEM
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the measuring, recording
and analysis system for the production 0
frequency spectra
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COMPARISON OF SET-UP AND METHODOLOGY FOR THE THREE

METHODS

General description of the method

 

E§E_B§92l§§i99_él

This standard is especially designed for tests of two

wheeled motorcycles with a maximum speed of minimum

50 km/h. Before tests take place, one must calculate

(type

tire rolling circumference and engine

the test speedsrrequiring data about gear-box

and ratios),

speed at maximum power ("maximum power rpm"). As the

other methods, the ECE 41 standard specifies two tests:

one for the motorcycle in motion and one for the motor

cycle stationary. For the motorcycle stationary test,

the engine speed should be 75% of maximum power rpm.

For the motorcycle in motion test, the motorcycle must

approach a certain point at constant speed and then be

accelerated with full throttle past the microphone. The

gear number and speed at start of acceleration are cal

culated from vehicle data. For most of the tested motor-

cycles the 2nd gear must be used (range for the tested

vehicles: 2nd-3rd gear) and the approach speed is mostly

50 km/h (range for the tested vehicles 30 56 km/h).

A sketch of the testing area is shown in fig 4 (motion)

and fig 5 (stationary). It can be seen that the micro-

phone must be located 7.5 m from the driving pathcm.both

the leftand right side. MicrOphone height above ground

The acceleration is started 10 m before the

In the

is 1.2 m.

microphone target point and ended 20 m later.

stationary test the microphone must be located 0.5 m

from exhaust outlet, in the same vertical plane, at

an angle of 450 outside the exhaust outlet direction.

The measuring instrument shall fulfil certain require-

ments and the A-weighting curve shall be used. Detector

speed should be the standardised "fast" time constant.
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The retained noise levels shall be the maximum level

recorded during the test.

At least 2 measurements on each side of the vehicle

shall be made in the acceleration test and the measured

values shall fall within 2 dB(A). Else,

ments are required. The reported noise level is the

to

more measure-

highest measured value reduced by 1 dB(A) "allow

for lack of precision".

In the stationary test, at least three measurements

must be made on each side and the levels shall fall

within 2 dB(A).

The above description is somewhat simplified. For the

exact procedure, refer to ref 6. Table 1 will also

give a more precise description of the essential mea-

surement conditions.

E§E_Bs92l§2;9§_§l

This draft standard is in fact designed for vehicles

having at least four wheels. However, it was decided

to see if it could be applied to motorcycles without

It is, of course, veryany appreciable disadvantages.

good if identical procedures can be used for all ve-

hicles.

The stationary variant of this method is in practice

identical to ECE R41. There are, however, some differ

ences in the vheicle in-motion test which concern the

vehicle drive-by conditions. There is a differentia

tion between the category "passenger cars and light

trucks" and the category "other vehicles". If motor-

cycles are considered as "other vehicles" - as in these

measurements - they should generally be tested on 3rd
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and higher gears. The condition giving the highest

level is reported. If they are tested as if they were

passenger cars, testing should be done both on 2nd and

3rd gear and the arithmetic average of the maximum

levels at each gear should be reported.

EPA

This is a proposed standard which is especially de-

signed for street and off road motorcycles.

There are several essential differences to the ECE

methods. See fig 4-5 and table 1-2. First, in the Hm»

tion test, the micrOphone distance from the drivinggxuj1

is 15 m instead of 7.5 m. The acceleration is started

at another point which - in the pre-test - is deter-

mined from the requirement that a final speed corres-

ponding to the so-called closing rpm is reached at the

end point which is 7.5 m after the micrOphone target

point. The approach speed must be either half of that

corresponding to maximum rated rpm or 90% of closing

rpm, whichever is lowest.

2nd gear shall be used. If the total acceleration

length is less than 10 m on 2nd gear, a higher gear

shall be used until the acceleration length is at least

10 m.

For each side of the vehicle, at least 6 measurements

shall be made until at least 4 consecutive measurements

result in levels within 2 dB(A) from each other. The

highest and lowest values on each side are discarded.

The average level for the side having the highest

average is retained and constitutes the reported noise

level.
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As pointed out above, a pre-test to determine the acce-

leration starting point is needed in this standard. To

calculate driving conditions, it is necessary to know

the maximum rated rpm and the cylinder volume in advance.

Closing rpm is calculated from a mathematical/graphical

relation given in the standard. A range of 20-90 km/h

for the approach speed and 2nd-3rd gear was reported

for the motorcycles tested here. The total acceleration

length varied between 10 and 91 (l) m.

The stationary test differs mainly from the ECE tests

in that it requires the standard "sloW" time constant

on the sound level meter, engine speed equal to 50% of

closing rpm and only one (?) measurement on each side.

Further, a reduction of 1 dB(A) for "lack of precision"

is not done in this method, in contrast to the ECE

methods.

Systematic listing of differences between the methods

See table 1-2 and figures 4-5.
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Table 1. Comparison of test methods for motorcycles in motion

 

ECE Regulation 41 ECE regulation 51

 

Measuring instrument, class

Weighting curve

Detector response time

Calibrator

Other measuring instruments

Ambient noise level

(incl wind)

MaXimum wind speed

Measuring location & site

Microphone height above ground
Microphone distance from
centre line of vehicle path

Acceleration starting line

Acceleration end line

vehicle

Type of reading from SUM

No of measurements

Finally reported value

Constant approach speed,
mmmlrmmn

0:0, autom. transm.

(no selector)

Dzo, autom. transm.

(manual selector)

Speed at end of acceleration

  

EEC Publ 179 (1965), Precision
Sound Level Meters

A

II l'

Tachometer, inaccuracy : 3%

ZlOdB(A) below test vehicle noise

Open space R Z 50 m
Central part R Z 10 m, paved
Surface not causing excessive
tire noise

10 m before microphone target line

l0 m after microphone target line

Unladen (driver only)

Maximum level during acceleration
and deceleration

r each side of the vehicle:

2 consecutive measurements

within 2dB(A) from each other

0

I
V

)

The highest level r orded
- l dB(A)

Alt l: Speed 3 50 km/h,
corresp.to N=O.5-S
Alt 2: Speed = 50 km/h
corresp.to O.5-S<N<O.7S-S
Alt 3: Speed 3 50 km/h,
corresp.to N=O.7S-S

30,40 or 50 km/h (not higher than
75% of max.speed). Condition

giving highest noise level is
reported.

Alt l: Speed = 30 Km/h, corresp.
to N<O.75-S

Alt 2: Speed 3 SO Km/h, corresp.
to N=O . 73- S

IBC Publ 179 (1965), Precision
Sound LevelMeters

"Fast"

Tachometer, inaccuracy : 3%

ZlOdB(A) below test vehicle noise

Open space R Z 50 m
Central part, R Z 10 m, paved
Surface not causing excessive
tire noise

10 m before microphone target line

10 m after micrOphone target line

Unladen (driver only)

Maxinuntlevel during acceleration
and deceleration

For each side of the vehicle:

3 2 consecutive measurements

within 2dB(A) from each other

The highest level recorded

l dB(A)

Alt 1:

Alt 2: Speed : 5
corresp. to N: .7

50 km/h

for ECE R 41

R 4l

Corresponding to SP

Type 51A of ANSI 51.4-1971

"Fast"

Accuracy within : 0.5 dB(A)

3%
10%

Tachometer, inaccuracy max
Anemometer, inaccuracy max
at 20 km/h

l
r
l
r

<20 anh (5.5 m/s)

Open space R 3 30-45 m
Central part paved

variable according to motorcycle
performance, although 3 2.5 m
before microphone target line

7.5 m after microphone target line

Maxinum level during acceleration

(not deceleration).

For each side of the vehicle:
3 6 and until at least 4

consecutive readings are within
2dB(A) from each other

For each side:
Highest and lowest values are

discarded. The 4 consecutive values
within 2dB(A) are averaged.The
level for the side having the
highest average is retained.

S corresn to O."Speed _ a

O.9°Sc,(?), whichever is lower

or

As above

As above
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Table 1. Comparison of test methods for motorcycles in motion
(continued)

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

 

Special conditions

Gearbox with x forwardgears:
Z x/2. Condition giving highest
noise level is reported.

2nd gear for MC with cC§3SOccm and
5 4 forward gears and for MC with
CC>350 com and 3 3 forward gears.
3rd gear for MC with CC<350ccm
and > 4 forward gears.

Gear number, manual transm.

Highest position possible without
activating down-shift.

Highest position possible without
activating down-shift.

Gear hum r, autom. transm.

(manual selector)

 

Throttle shall be opened only
partly if total acceleration
length is < 10 m even on highest

gear.
Throttle opening shall be

controlled to avoid wheel-slip.
or lift-off.

Special test procedure to deter-
mine acceleration starting line.

2nd gear. Exceptions: Use higher
gears (lowest possible) if
acceleration is so high that the
total acceleration length is < 10

lamest selectable position.
Exceptions: Use higher position
(lowest possible) if acceleration
is so high that the total
acceleration length is < 10 m.

 

Kick-down operative No No Not specified

Votes.

5 = Engine speed at which maximum power is reached
S = MaXimum engine speed ("maxinum rated RPM")

5 = "Closing RPM"

N = Engine speed 3
CC = Cylinder capacity in cm
SUM = Sound level meter
MC = Motorcycle

  VTI REPORT 243A
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Comparison of test methods for motorcycles stationary

 

ECE Regulation 41 ECE Regulation 51 EPA

 

Measuring instrument, class

Weighting curve

Detector response tine

Calibrator

Other measuring instruments.

Ambient noise level

(incl wind)

Maximum wind speed

Measuring location & site

Microphone height above
ground

Microphone distance from
exhaust pipe outlet

Motorcycle loading

Type of reading from SUM

No of measurements

Finally reported value

Operating conditions of the
engine

 

IEC Publ. 179 (1965), Precision
Sound Level Meters.

"Fast"

Tachometer, inaccuracy 1.3%

3 10 dB(A) below test vehicle
noise

n, paved space 3 3 m from
vehicl . vehicle 3 1 m from
pavement edge. Only driver and
the SLM observer in meas. area

Equal to that of exhaust outlet
pipe, although 3 0.2 m

0.5 m at 450 from outlet direction,
"out" from MC. For two outlets
< 0.3 m apart only one measurement
is made. Else, two measurements
are made (one outside eachoutlet)
and the highest level is retained.

Maximum level at constant engine
speed and throughout theckacelera-
tion period.

For each measuring point: 3 3
consecutive measurements within

2 dB(A) from each other.

The highest level recorded

- l dB(A)

Constant speed 0.75-8. After a
period of constant speed, the
throttle is returned swiftly to
the idle position.

IEC Publ. 179 (1965), Precision
Sound Level Meters.

ll H

Tachometer, inaccuracy 1 3%

Z 10 dB(A) below test vehicle

noise

As for BCE R 41

As for ECE R 41

As for BCE R 41

Maximum level at constant engine
speed and throughout th
deceleration period.

For each measuring point: > 3
consecutive measurements Within

2 dB(A) from each other.

The highest level recorded

1 dB(A)

Type 82 of ANSI 81.4 - 1971

"Slow"

Accuracy within : 0.5 dB(A)

Tachometer, inaccuracy max : 3%

Open, space R 3 S m
Central part paved (within 1 m
from exhaust outlet)

Equal to that of the exhaust pipe

- -o - . .
0.3 m at 4: :rom outlet direction,
both sides of MC. No specification
for MC with two exhaust pipes.

The driver must sit astride the MC
in normal driving position, both
feet on the ground.

Not specified.

One (?) on each side of MC

The value measured on the loudest

side

Co 5 s . O-n tant speed 0 3 Su

  
Notes:

S = Engine speed at which maximum power is reached
S = Maximum engine speed ("maximum rated RPM )

SLM Sound level meter
21: Motorcycle
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Q 1

'3
Z; 1 3 5n;
0
>

® - ® E/ECE

X H E/EPA

Q J: 8) X

* " * S/EPA

® - ® S/ECE

 

Microphone target point

Microphone locations, ECE methods (7.5 m from vehicle path)

Microphone locations, EPA method (15 m from vehicle path)

Starting line for acce1., ECE methods (10 m before micr. target point)

Starting line for acce1., EPA method (32.5m before micr. target point)

End line for acceleration, EPA method (7.5 m after micr. target point)

End line for acceleration, ECE methods (10 m after micr. target point)

The testing area for the acceleration tests

and its markings.

a cone,
Each x or X was marked by

although not for both symbols at
the same time as this could confuse the

test driver
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0 .5m

Legend:

69 I icrophone location (at height of exhaust outlet pipe,

although not less than 0.2 m in the ECE tests)

d Distance between exhaust pipes. If less or equal to 0.3 m,

the right hand side microphone location was omitted in the

ECE tests

Figure 5. The microphone locations used in the station-
ary tests, as interpreted from the ECE R 41,

ECE R 51 and EPA standard methods
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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Measurements

 

The measurements were madeaccording to each respective

standard. However, a lot of extra runs were included to

enable a more accurate analysis. For each motorcycle

and test condition,.3 10runscn: measurements (generally

6) per each side were made. For two of the motorcycles

each full test was repeated six times at different

occasions with (to some extent) different personnel.

So, it was possible to calculate the random variations

both in each test and between the tests.

Each test series (for one motorcycle) was started by

measurements were made

After that

the ECE R41 motion test. First,

on the left side, then on the right side.

followed the ECE R51 motion test

(left side first).

(right side first)

and the EPA motion test

Immediately afterwards followed the ECE stationary test

and .lastly the EPA stationary test.

Analyses

As mentioned earlier, a few measurements were used to

obtain frequency spectra. The main result, however,

consists of A weighted maximum sound levels during

motorcycle pass-by. These were processed in different

ways according to table 3. "Reported noise levels"

according to each ECE or EPA standard were calculated.

Here, only the minimum number of values as required by

each standard were utilized, i e those obtained first.

All measurements obtained after the minimum number of

measurements wemediscarded. "Average noise levels were,

however, calculated utilizing all available data.
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TEST OBJECTS

21

Twelve motorcycles were chosen as test objects-

most

The

essential data for them are shown in table 4.

Motorcycles number 1 and 2 were used in the repeated

test program, the others were tested only once per

method. Figures 6 through 17 display the motorcycles.

More data about the individual vehicles are given in

the appendix.

-Table 4. The essential data for the tested motorcycles

 

Engine No.of Tnnmmission

  

No. fgggrcycle $233 31133 SE? gist ied $233. $2;
stroke lume pipes Type Gears RPM power RPM

1 Suzuki GSX400E 1982 2/4 399 2 Man. 6 9500 8500 7315

2 Suzuki GT750L 1973 3/2 738 4 Man. 5 7000 6500 3850

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 1982 1/4 396 1 Man. 5 9000 7500 6930

4 Suzuki GSlOO 1982 4/4 997 2 Man. 5 9000 8500 4950

5 Suzuki GS750D 1978 4/4 748 2 Man. 5 9000 8000 4950

6 Honda VF7SOS 1982 4/4 748 2 Man. 6 10000 9500 5500

7 Suzuki GS450 1981 2/4 448 2 Man. 6 9500 9000 6935

8 Yamaha RD250LC 1981 2/2 247 2 Man. 6 9500 8500 8480

9 Yamaha DT125 1982 1/2 123 1 Man. 6 8000 7000 7600

10 Laverda Jota 1981 3/4 980 2 Man. 5 8700 7250 4785

11 Husqvarna 240WR 1983 1/2 239 l Man. 6 9000 5700 8085

12 Husqvarna 420AE 1982 1/2 412 l Aut. (4) 8000 6800 6080
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Figure 6. No. 1: Suzuki GSX4OOE

@/

 

Figure 8. No. 3 Suzuki DR4OOS
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Figure 9. No. 4: Suzuki GS1000G

 

Figure 10. No. 5: Suzuki GS750D

 

 

Figure 11. No. 6: Honda VF7SOS
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Figure 12. No. 7: Suzuki GS450

 

Figure 13. No. 8: Yamaha RDZSOLC

 
Figure 14. N0. 9: Yamaha DT125
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Figure 15. No. 10: Laverda Jota

Wk x:\\.§\~, ~ ' '

Figure 16. No. 11: Husqvarna 24OWR

 

. A3.

 

Figure 17. No. 12: Husqvarna 420AE
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TEST RESULTS

A-weighted noise levels

 

An evaluation of the measurements using the procedure

specified in the standards - and using only the re-

quired minimum number of test runs - gave the reported

noise levels shown in table 5. When using all test runs

and calculating the average of the runs, theresults

in table 6 were obtained. See also fig. 21 on page 43.

First, a comparison of table 5 and 6 displays that

there is no great deviation between them. The overall

means in the table are differing less than 0.5 dB(A)

when reported and averaged noise levels are compared.

The subtraction of 1 dB(A) from the maximum values in

the ECE methods compensates quite well for the natural

difference between maximum and average values.

Secondly, it can be observed that the ECE R41 method

(motion) gives - as an average - about 3 dB(A) higher

levels than EPA. Thus, any emission limit comparison

should consider this fact. In the stationary tests,

the difference is much higher. Higher noise levels are

advantageous from the measurement point of view, as

they increase the signal to-noise ratio.

Thirdly, all "motion" methods give similar ranges of

variation (stand. dev. in the tables) between the

vehicles. For measurement purposes it is good to have

a great variation between the noise levels of the

vehicles as it makes any discrimination between them

easier. In this respect it seems that the ECE stationary

method is better than the EPA method.

As all the motorcycles were not in a new condition,

no conclusion regarding typical noise levels for the

particular model should be drawn.
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Table 5. Reported noise levels in dB(A). The levels

are calculated according to the respective

standard (see table 3 for detailed procedure).

The minimum number of measurements as required

by the standards are utilized . Due to different

conditions of the motorcycles, no conclusion

concerning typical noise emission for the

particular model should be drawn

-Motorcycle Vehicle in motion Vehicle stationary
ECE R41

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

1 Suzuki GSX400E 84.7 80.4 82.5 97.0 91.1

2 Suzuki GT750L 85.3 86.2 82.2 99.0 95.8

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 88.3 84.3 83.7 98.1 92.2

4 Suzuki GS1000G 82.9 79.2 77.2 99.6 91.3

5 Suzuki GS750D 84.8 79.6 80.7 100.1 96.3

6 Honda VF7508 86.4 81.8 80.4 102.9 96.4

7 Suzuki @3450 83.9 79.6 78.6 97.6 91.0

8 Yamaha RDZSOLC 77.2 77.2 82.4 94.6 89.8

9 Yamaha DT125 80.5 80.5 77.5 100.6 96.3

10 Laverda Jota 98.0 85.1 95.8 114.6 100.3

11 Husqvarna 240WR 84.1 84.1 84.3 96.2 94.8

12 HUSanrna 420AE 96.2 96.2 92.1 130.7 107.1

Mean 86.0 82.9 83.1 102.6 95.2

Stand. dev. 5.9 5.0 5.6 10.2 4.9
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Table 6. Noise levels in dB(A). Average of all measure-

ments (arithmetic mean of ca 5-6 measurements

per side, i e 10-12 in total). For motorcycles
No. 1 and 2 the values are averaged also over
6 repeated measurement series. Due to different
conditions of the motorcycles, no conclusion

concerning typical noise emission for the
particular model should be drawn

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion Vehicle stationary
ECE R41

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

1 Suzuki GSX400E 84.9 80.8 82.3 97.0 90.8

2 Suzuki GT750L 85.9 86.7 81.4 99.3 95.0

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 88.6 85.0 83.4' 97.0 90.4

4 Suzuki Gs1ooog 83.9 79.5 77.1 100.5 91.4

5 Suzuki @57509 85.4 80.7 80.5 99.3 95.9

6 Honda VF7508 87.1 81.9 80.4 103.3 96.0

7 Suzuki 63450 84.3 80.3 78.5 97.9 91.1

8 Yamaha RD25OLC 77.7 77.7 81.8 95.3 89.3

9 Yamaha DT125 80.9 80.9 77.3 101.4 95.9

10 Laverda Jota 97.9 83.5 95.1 113.6 99.6

11 Husqvarna 240WR 84.3 84.3 84.1 95.4 94.5

12 Husqvarna 420AE 96.9 96.9 91.6 130.8 106.5

Mean 86.5 83.2 82.8 102.6 94.7

Stand. dev. 5.8 5.0 5.4 10.2 4 8
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Example of frequency spectra

Fig. 18 shows the frequency spectra for motorcycles

No. 1 and 2 in the ECE R41 motion test. The main sound

energy is at about 200-300 Hz for motorcycle No. 2

but spread over a surprisingly wide range for motor

cycle No. 1. For reason of representing indoor noise

by outdoor measurements, a C-weighting is better to

apply than the ordinary A-weighting. As an example,

the following values were obtained in this particular

test series:

Motorcycle No. 1: 86.9 dB(A) 88,0 dB(C)

Motorcycle No. 2: 86.0 dB(A) 90.0 dB(C)

C weighting might thus rank the motorcycles differently

than A-weighting. In the future, it would be justified

to include C weighting as a complement to A weighting

in order to care about the indoor environment based

on outdoor emission measurements.

90 I '5.
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Figure 18.

 

16k13k

8k 325" ?Ok
r23 1"):1 16-0 525:; 3.1% :5.

1/3 octave band spectra for two motorcycles

at the ECE R41 motion test (left side only).
The range which influences the A-weighted

overall level most is indicated by thicker
lines
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Problems in the running of the motorcycles and other
practical problems

 

Contrary to expectations, no significant wheel-slip

or lift off occurred in any test. Still, many motor

cycles displayed impressing acceleration performance.

The practical problems noted were:

0 In the EPA test, it is stated that the noise during

acceleration should be measured. In practice, it was
sometimes difficult to stop the acceleration without
causing some extra noise

0 In the ECE R51 motion test, steady acceleration was
not always possible due to malfunction of the engine
when accelerating that hard on 3rd gear at a rela-

tively low engine speed (motorcycles No. 5 and 10).

0 Automatic kick down for automatic transmission should

be inOperative according to the standards, but in
our case we obtained a change to a higher gear during

the end of the accelerations.

If this is typical for normal Operation, it may not
be any disadvantage. It may, however, become a

problem during the EPA test where a certain closing

engine speed must be reached.

0 In the ECE R51 motion test, it is necessary to make

extra measurements to decide which of the alterna-

tive gear settings gives the highest level. Mostly,

the lower gear setting gives the highest level but

in one case equally loud noise was produced using

the next higher gear.

0 Some extra labour is needed to determinet maaccele-
ration starting point in the EPA motion test. In

reality it imposed no big "problem", because this
additional test was quite fast. However, some acce-

leration starting points were so far ahead of the

measuring point that it means that the EPA method

needs at least 90 m more space for acceleration.

o It was found that driver weight has some influence

on the acceleration (not surprisingly). In the EPA
determination of acceleration starting point for
motorcycle No. 1, the following influence was ob-

served:
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Weight of driver Acceleration length

102 kg 24.3 m

87 kg 23.0 m

77 kg 22.1 m

It is possible that the practical effect of this is
small, at least in the EPA test where the finally

reached rpm is unaffected by the driver weight, as

it is only the starting point that is variable.
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Systematic variation run to-run (time dependence)

 

The following question could be raised; "Is there any

systematic difference between measurements made at

different times after a warm-up period?"

In the ECE standards, the engine shall be brought to

its normal operating conditions as regards temperature,

tuning, fuel etc. before any measurements should be

made. This was observed during our tests, but still

it is possible to see a systematic run-to-run varia-

tion. See fig. 19, which shows the average sound level

for all motorcycles in the ECE R41 test,for each first

run, each second run, etc. (pre tests are not con

sidered). An asymptotic stabilization around test

runs No. 7-12 is indicated, with an increase in noise

versus run number (i e time) of around 0.7 dB(A). As

this is the average over all motorcycles of which

some could as well have an inverse correlation with

time - the variation could be bigger for individual

motorcycles. So, one can conclude that at least 5 runs

should be made before any high precision measurements

are made; if not, an error of at least 0.5-1.0 dB(A)

can arise.

This might have influenced the measurements in this

project somewhat. Due to the non randomized order of

the tests, the ECE R41 motion test might have about

0.4 dB(A) lower left-side values than would be true

after a longer warm up. In table 7 it can be seen that

the left side is noisier than the right side more

often in the ECE R41 than in the other tests. Also, as

this systematic variation is treated like a random

error in the rest of the analyses, the standard error

during the ECE R41 might be overestimated due to this

(see tables 8 and 9).
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Figure 19. The variation in noise level with the run

 

number, i e with time. To have sufficient

data, values for all motorcycles have been
averaged for each run number
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Noise propagation symmetry

 

It is specified in the methods that noise be measured

on both sides of the vehicles. Thus, a possible un

symmetry in prOpagation is foreseen. Table 7 shows

that several statistically significant differences

between average levels for the two sides exist. The

sources for unsymmetry might be:

M§§§2£§m§22§_92_99§9£229lesjui3%85331

0 Lateral position of the vehicle

0 The chain on one side of the vehicle is screened and

has a lateral unsymmetry

0 Wind and temperature caused deflection of sound
waves from vehicle to microphone

0 Exhaust outlet on only one side for some motorcycles

o Warm-up (if one side measured before the other,
see 8.4)

0 Statistical errors

Msasgreme22§_9§_§§§§i§9§£y_m939£sysls§

o The last two of the above-mentioned, and additionally:

0 Exhaust outlet on only one side (for some motorcycles);
The outlet could be partly screened by mudguards, etc,
for one of the sides

0 With two exhaust outlets: Different tuning in the

tubes/chambers might give an unsymmetry dependent
on engine speed

0 In-correct micrOphone distance from the exhaust out-
let as well as in-correct angular and height posi-

tion of the microphone.

In some cases, perhaps the majority, a significant side

difference in table 7 can be traced to one or more of

the above mentioned unsymmetries. There are, however,

others that are difficult to explain. It is then clear

that measurements on both sides are motivated.
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Table 7. Difference in dB(A) between right and left
side measurements. Negative difference means
that the left side was noisier. Underlined

values are statistically significant differ-
ences (risk level = 5%)

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion VehicLestationary
ECE R41

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

1 Suzuki GSX400E 0.79 0.39 0.13 -0.92 0.00

2 Suzuki GT750L 0.21 0.85 -1.75 -0.64 0.69

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 0.02 -0.38 0.39 -1.74 -1.23

4 Suzuki GS1000G 0.22 0.00 -0.36 -O.60 -0.26

5 Suzuki GS750D 0.40 0.31 0.35 2.36 2.22

6 Honda VF7SOS -0.10 -0.21 0 36 -0.26 0.08

7 Suzuki GS450 0.08 0.88 -0.40 -0.98 0.78

8 Yamaha RD250LC 0.55 0.55 -1 31 -0.06 -1.16

9 Yamaha DT125 -1.20 -1.20 0.33 0.24 0.10

10 Laverda Jota 0.40 4 80 1 03 2.31 0 54

. . . - .41 -0.12
11 Husqvarna 240WR 1 32 l éé O 25 l -

12 Husqvarna 420AE -0.59 -0 59 1.01 0.77 1.72

*

All RMS of difference 0.66 1.55 ** 0.80 1 27 1 01
0.75

*

Incl. motorcycle No. 10.
**

Excl. motorcycle No. 10
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Random variation run to-run

The standard deviations between individual runs, within

each test, are shown in table 8. A few values are_;5:_

normally high; this applies mainly to the motorcycle

No. 10 at the ECE R51 test in which it did not perform

perfectly.

In the standard deviations are also included some

systematic variation, i e the time dependence (for

ECE R41) as described in 8.4 and the side-to side

difference as described in 8.5.

Table 8. Standard deviations in dB(A) of measured

noise levels, for both sides averaged

   

 

 

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion Vehicle stationary

ECE R41

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

* * * * *

1 Suzuki GSX400E 0.75 0.54 0.63 0.83 0.43

* * * * *

2 Suzuki GT750L 0.31 0.59 1.02 0.58 0.59

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 0.39 0.34 0.51 1.06 0.77

4 'Suzuki 6810006 0.34 0.33 0.51 0.46 0.28

5 Suzuki GS7500 0.26 1.09 0.32 1.41 1.22

6 Honda VF7508 0.28 0.53 0.46 0.51 0.21

7 Suzuki GS450 0.46 0.61 0.42 0.56 0.54

8 Yamaha RD250LC 0.45 0.45 1.00 0.34 0.66

9 Yamaha DT125 0.85 0.85 0.56 0.24 0.53

10 Laverda Jota 0.92 4.63 0.99 1.84 0.38

11 Husqvarna 240WR 1.05 1.05 0.46 0.96 0.23

12 Husqvarna 420AE 0.51 0.51 0.61 0.62 1.17

Total (pooled value) 0.61 1.48 0.65 0.90 0.67

D:o except MC No. 10 (0.57) (0.67) (0.61) (0.76) (0.68)

       

*

Pooled value for all 6 tests
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The latter differences are removed from the data on the

standard deviation given in table 9. A comparison

between the total pooled values for each method gives

some information on the precision of each method.

Clearly, there is no dramatic difference between each

method in this respect. If motorcycle No. 10 is not

considered,ECE R41 is a little better than EPA and

ECE R51 (motion test). On the other hand, for the

stationary test, EPA is a little better than ECE. The

latter is due to the use of the "slow" time constant

in contrast to the "fast" time constant used in all

other tests*.Remember also that the ECE R41 test

(motion) includes a contribution from the systematic

run-to-run variation, so the "true" random error for

this method is probably even lower.

Table 9. Standard deviations in dB(A) of measured

noise levels per one side

  

 

 

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion Vehicle:stationary

ECE R41

NO. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

* * * * *

1 Suzuki GSX4OOE 0.56 0.52 0.57 0.43 0.31

* * * * *

2 Suzuki GT750L 0.28 0.35 0.42 0.31 0.29

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 0.41 0.30 0.50 0.57 0.45

4 Suzuki 6810006 0.34 0.34 0.50 0.35 0.26

5 Suzuki GS750D 0.15 0.94 0.28 0.70 0.38

6 Honda VF7508 0.27 0.54 0.45 0.52 0.22

7 Suzuki 68450 0.48 0.42 0.38 0.22 0.38

8 Yamaha RD250LC 0.36 0.36 0.76 0.35 0.26

9 Yamaha DT125 0.61 0.61 0.55 0.23 0.56

10 Laverda Jota 0.92 4.08 0.86 1.35 0.26

11 Husqvarna 240WR 0.77 0.77 0.47 0.66 0.23

12 Husqvarna 420AE 0.43 0.43 0.32 0.50 0.78

Total (pooled value) 0.51 1.29 0.53 0.59 0.40

Dzo except MC No. 10 (0.46) (0.54) (0.49) (0.47) (0.41)

 

 

   

 

  
*

Pooled value for all 6 tests

 

*

See section 8.7
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Repeatability

From the previous section it can be seen what the

random run-to-run variation is likely to be. Maybe

more interesting for the final results is the random

test-to-test variation, i e the spread in results be-

tween complete tests made at different times and

(perhaps) with different personnel. This random varia-

tion, for two motorcycles tested six times each, can

be seen in table 10 and fig. 20. For results of in-

dividual tests, consult the appendix, pages 2-7 and

9-14.

First, it can be observed that the repeatability is

quite good for all tests with vehicle in motion. The

standard deviations are not alarmingly high. However,

it should be noted that there are many errors both

random and systematic which might add together in

some cases and it is wise to try to keep each part as

low as is possible and practical. Among the additional

errors can be mentioned:

0 Calibration error

0 Instrument tolerance (incl. reading error)

0 Test site influence (reflections, etc.)

0 Vehicle production tolerance

For the vehicle-in-motion tests, it is clear that theETA

method is less precise than the ECE methods. The rea-

sons for this might be the complicated driving proce-

dure as well as the influence of wind and temperature

gradients at the long measuring distance in the EPA

test relative to the ECE tests.

The ECE R41 is slightly better than the ECE R51 (mo

tion test). No other explanation than the difference

in engine speed and gear can be offered.
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In the stationary test, the methods are equally im-

precise (about twice the error in relation to the

motion tests) concerning data evaluation according to

the standards. There is a tendency that EPA might be

somewhat better, especially when using average levels.

This is probably due to the "slow" time constant in

the meter deflection for the EPA method, and perhaps

also the more constant engine speed. A separate test

comparing fast and slow time constant, showed a reduc-

tion in standard deviation of roughly 30% (favouring

slow time constant).

Table 10. The repeatability of measurements, i e the
variation between values obtained at different
measuring occasions with (sometimes) different
personnel. The standard deviation is a pooled
value from the standard deviations of tests
repeated at six occasions on both motorcycle
No. 1 and 2

     

' *

Method Type of data Stand. dev. Interval for
reduction % risk level

dB(A) i dB(A)

**

ECE R41 Average levels 0.16 0.31

a ECE R51 " 0.28 0.55
0)o
"3'3 EPA - " - 0.49 0.96
.40

.C: E -

8 g ECE R41 Accord. to stand.*** 0.31 0.61
" 1

ECE R51 - " 0.36 0.70

EPA - " 0.48 0.93

**

ECE R41/51 Average levels 0.54 1.06

0?:
H 0 EPA " - 0.40 0.78
o c
a o
Q-H
gjé ECE R41/51 Accord. to stand4*** 0.74 1.45

4.)

m EPA " - 0.70 1.37

 

  

 

  

 

*

Difference to the "true" value, which is exceeded at 5% risk
if only one completed test is made. It is assumed that the
measured values followa Gaussian distribution.

**

Average of all measured values (see table 3).

*k*

The reported noise levels. Only the minimum number of measure-
ments are made, according to the resp. standard.(See table 3).
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dB(A)# Vehicle in motion

1.24

1.0

0.8-

1
0.6«

0.4

0.2

R41 R51 EPA R41 R51 EPA

Average levels Accord. to standard

idB(A)
9 Vehicle stationary

1.4+

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.64

0.4'

O.2~

R41 R51 EPA R41 R51 EPA -
Average levels Accord. to standard

Figure 20. The repeatability of measurements. The values
are based on tests on motorcycles l and 2,

repeated at 6 different occasions. See table
10 for notation.
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Improvement in precision by using more runs and arith-

metic averaging

Table 10 and fig. 20 also show a clear improvement,

relative to the ECE procedures of reporting a maximum

value, when using the data analysis procedure of averag-

ing combined with more runs. For example, in the ECE

R41 motion test the random error was reduced by 50%

when averaging 6 values on each side instead of taking

the maximum value for two runs per side. A reduction

of 30% in random error was observed in the stationary

ECE tests. The EPA stationary test got an error reduction

of 43% when increasing the number of readings from 1

to 5.

The EPA motion test is, however, not improved at all

by the "averaging" procedure relative to the standard

procedure. This is because averaging is required.already

in the standard procedure.

The representativity of the measured noise levels

A very important problem is the representativity of

the noise levels measured by the different methods;

i e how well do the measured noise levels correspond

to the noise emission in real traffic? This question

could not be addressed in this project as it requires

data about statistics on motorcycle driving behaviour

in real traffic.

The representativity problem is closely coupled to the

correlation between the methods. If two methods corre-

late very well with each other, the representativity

of them must be equally good (or bad).
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Motorcycle rankings with different methods

As can be seen in table 11, the rankings of the motor-

cycles based on reported noise levels are moderately

affected by the type of method. For example, motor-

cycle No. 8 ranks as No. 1 in all methods except the

EPA motion method in which it is ranked as No.6-8.

See also fig. 21.

Table 11. The ranking of the motorcycles based on re
ported noise levels. Rank No. 1 means lowest
noise level and rank No. 12 highest noise

level. Differences less than 1 dB(A) have
not been considered. Due to different condi-
tions of the motorcycles, no conclusion con
cerning typical noise emission for the par

ticular model should be drawn

  

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion Vehicleestationary

ECE R41

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51 EPA ECE R51 EPA

1 Suzuki GSX4OOE 5-8 3-6 6-8 2-4 2 4

2 Suzuki GT750L 6 8 11 6-8 5-7 6-10

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 10 8-10 9-10 4 6 4 5

4 Suzuki GS1000G 3-4 2-4 1-2 6-9 2-5

5 Suzuki GS750D 5-8 2-6 4-5 7-9 7-10

6 Honda VF7SOS 9 7 4 5 10 7-10

7 Suzuki GS450 3-7 2-6 3 3 5 2 4

8 Yamaha RD250LC 1 1 6-8 1 1

9 Yamaha DT125 2 '3-6 1 2 7'9 7 10

10 Laverda Jota 12 8-10 12 11 11

11 Husqvarna 240WR 4-7 8 10 9 10 2 3 6-7

12 Husqvarna 420AE 11 12 11 12 12
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Figure 21. Reported noise levels for all the motorcycles

as measured by the different methods (data
from table 5).
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Correlation between the methods

The correlation between all the methods,given as the

correlation coefficients squared (R2), is presented in

table 12. It can be observed that:

0 Only 54% of the total noise level variation (R2) is
explained by the correlation between the ECE R41 and
R51 motion methods. The rest (46%) is due to differ-

ences between the methods and random errors

between ECE R41 and EPA
of variation explained).

(motion) is

See fig. 22

o The correlation

quite good (73%

between the two stationary methods
they can be said to measure the
Fig. 23

o The correlation

is so good that

same thing. See

0 A comparison between the motion and the stationary
procedures shows that the ECE methods have relative-
ly good correlation, whereas the EPA method has a
relatively poor correlation between its motion and
stationary procedures.

It is concluded that the ECE R41 and EPA methods mea-

sure essentially the same. The existing deviations

though,

cycles might be quite different for a few motorcycles

are, such that the ranking between the motor-

according to the previous section.

 

_. . Table 12.
Motion Stationary h l t_ d

1x5 Bag p RE i T e gorre a ion, expresse

IN; Rm_I3A 4b61 h ) as}? , between the values

DH measured by the different
8; 0540 I3 meaoxw methods. (R2 measures the

C ma proportion of total varia-
Cx . . . -2 52 J34 048 0710 n tion about the mean, ex

.p . 1 -

g 4 plained by the regreSSion)
m 0.73 0.48 0.54 0.47
[.21

> -4H r

g SEQ 0.68 0.71 0.54 0.85
6 [M
H V

4.)

B E 0.59 0.73 0.47 0.85
U) LL}
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Figure 22. Correlation between the ECE R41 and EPA
(motion) methods
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Figure 23. Correlation between the ECE R41/51 and EPA
(stationary) methods
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Violations of proposed or existing emission limits

The purpose with this section is not to condemn any

of the tested motorcycles, but to show the impact of the

methods and emission limits on vehicle approval/dis

approval. The ECE R41 specifies the following limits:

Motorcycle cylinder volume Limit in dB(A)

< 80 cm3 78

g 125 " 80

g 350 " 83

s 500 " 85

2' 500 " 86

The ECE R51 does not specify any limits for motorcycles,

but the present Swedish regulation is based on a method

similar to R51:

Motorcycle cylinder volume

3

Limit in dB(A)

50-125 cm 82

125-500 " 84

> 500 " 86

The EPA method was integrated with a prOposal for

emission standards. The originally proposed limits were

quite stringent. They were, however, amended. The follow

ing levels will be effective from Jan. 1, 1983 (ref 10):

Street motorcycles 83 dB(A)

Off-road motorcycles g 170 cm3 83 dB(A)

Off road motorcycles > 170 cm3 86 dB(A)

It is seen, in table 13, that the ECE (R41) and EPA

methods/limits treat most of the motorcycles in a

similar way. The essential exceptions are vehicles
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No 9 and 11 which satisfy the EPA but not the ECE

requirements. This is probably due to different philo

sophies as regards more liberal treatment of off-road

and/or small motorcycles. The present Swedish method/

limit is the most liberal. For example, it approves

one vehicle which, in the other methods, emitsainoise

level 12 dB(A) above the limits.

Note, in table 13, that some motorcycles are not new

and therefore the noise levels might not necessarily

be typical for the particular model.

It was noticed that the standards do not specify if

a level slightly higher (less than 1 dB(A» than the

limit is acceptable or not. If the limit is 86 dB(A),

should a reported noise level of 86.3 be tolerated?

And should a level of 86.6 be rounded to 87 and thus

not tolerated? As nothing else is specified, our in-

terpretation is that a rounding should be made to the

nearest integer number. But how should 80.5 be rounded?
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Table 13. Reported noise levels in dB(A). Those who
exceed the proposed or existing emission

limits "valid" for Jan. 1, 1982 (ECE methods)

or Jan. 1, 1983 (EPA method), have been framed.

The underlined values are 0-0.4 dB(A) higher
than the limit. Observe that some motorcycles
are not new, yet they have been compared to
the present limits. The noise levels might
not be typicalikn:the particular motorcycle
model. The values should not be used as re
presentative of the stated motorcycle as a

 

 

  

 

 

  

type

Motorcycle Vehicle in motion

No. Type ECE R41 ECE R51* EPA

1 Suzuki GSX4OOE 84,7 80,4 82,5

2 Suzuki GT750L 85.3 86.2 82.2

3 Suzuki DR4OOS 84.3

4 Suzuki GS1000G 82.9 79.2 77.2

5 Suzuki GS750D 84.8 79.6 80.7

6 Honda VF7SOS 86.4 81.8 80.4

7 Suzuki GS4SO 83.9 79.6 78.6

8 Yamaha RD250LC 77.2 77.2 82.4

9 Yamaha DT125 80.5 80.5 77.5

10 Laverda Jota 85-1

11 Husqvarna 240WR 84.1 84.3

12 Husqvarna 420AE 96-2 92-1

       

In this case equal to a violation of present Swedish
emission standard
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DISCUSSION

ECE R51 for passenger cars versus ECE R51 for other

vehicles

ECE R51 has somewhat different driving conditions for

passenger cars and light goods vehicles than for

other categories. It was judged in this project that

motorcycles should belong to the category "other ve-

hicles". Also, the latter version of ECE R51 corres-

ponds to the presently used test procedure for motor-

cycles in Sweden. For the stationary measurements

there is no difference at all.

However, if the driving conditions prescribed for

passenger cars*eux3applied also to motorcycles, the

comparison between the methods might be a little

different than in the foregoing. These differences

are discussed here.

The noise levels for ECE R51 would be (generally) a

little higher than the average of those reported for

ECE R41 and ECE R51 ijltable EL

The use of the same driving conditions as for passenger

cars means that twice as many noise readings are inclu-

ded in the reported level. The extra runs would

probably compensate for the bad function for some of

the engines when driving on 3rd gear, resulting in a

random error which is comparable to that of ECE R41

(tables 8-9).

The repeatability of tests made at different occasions

would be improved due to the more runs and the averaging.

 

*

Tests on both 2nd and 3rd gear. Reported noise level
= average of the results at the two gears
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Therefore, the error interval in table 10 would be

about the same as for ECE R41.

Motorcycle rankings, as in table 11 and fig. 21, would

be affected in such a way as to decrease the difference

in ranking between ECE R41 and R51.

The correlation between the methods R41 and R51 would

(table 12).

lation would be at least as high as between ECE R41

and EPA.

increase considerably Probably, the corre-

Limitations of the results

 

There are two main problems in this project that

limit the relevance of the conclusions:

0 The limited number of tested motorcycles

o The lack of data on the representativity of the
method

The problem with limited number of test objects was

minimized by choosing the vehicles to cover a broad

range of sizes. A comparison with the Swedish registra

tion statistics shows that a good correspondence

between the distributions of tested sizes and in-use

vehicle sizes was obtained. The exception is that a

few more motorcycles with s 125 cm3 cylinder volume

should have been tested.

In 8.9 the problem with representativity of the mea-

sured noise levels with actual in-traffic noise levels

was mentioned. In this case it was noticed that the

correlation between the methods was so high (ECE R41

that

it is questionable whether one method even has the

versus EPA, and ECE R51 for cars versus ECE R41)

potential of being more representative than the other.
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Comparison of the vehicle-in-motion methods

The EPA method gives around 3 dB(A) lower values than

the ECE R41. If the natural distance-caused difference

of 4.3 dB(A) according to ref. 9 is considered, it is

seen that the EPA method causes the motorcycles on

average to emit as much as or slightly morenoise than

the ECE R41 method. This indicates that the ECE R41

does not use a more "extreme" driving condition.

All the methods give about the same differentiation

of noise levels.

The practical problems are listed in 8.3. There are

some major differences between the methods here. The

ECE R51 test (on 3rd gear) caused some temporary en-

gine malfunction for some vehicles, which did not

occur in the other tests. Additionally, the ECE R51

needs more runs because it implies testing at more

than one gear (2nd and 3rd if the rules for passenger

cars are observed and generally 3rd and 4th if the

rules for "other vehicles" are observed). The EPA

test, on the other hand, needs some extra labour due

to the requirement of the determination of an indi-

vidual starting point for acceleration, as well as

extra space for the tests. The EPA test also requires

more runs than ECE R41.

The change to higher gear during acceleration (for

automatic transmissions) might be a problem in the EPA

test where a specified final engine speed should be

reached.

If the problems caused by engine malfunction in the

ECE R51 test are discarded, all the methods seem to

give about the same in-test variation, possibly with

some advantage for ECE R41. The repeatability, i e
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the between-test variation, is best for ECE R41 and

worst for EPA. The ECE R51 falls somewhere in-between,

although - for driving conditituussimilar to that for

passenger cars - the random error will probably de-

crease to at least the same magnitude as for ECE R41.

A 3 dB(A) noise increase for vehicles taken from pro-

duction relative to type approval level is allowed in

the ECE methods. This margin should then include both

production tolerances, rounding errors and measurement

errors. If in-use vehicles are tested, also noise de-

gradation due to wear must be included. The rounding

errors alone might be up to 1 dB(A). In light of this,

it is obvious that the measurement errors must be well

below 3 dB(A).

The precision of the ECE methods can be improved by

making more runs and averaging the values instead of

reading the maximum, like what is already done in the

EPA method.

Ranking of the vehicles by noise level is affected by

the type of method. Yet the correlation between the

methods is high; except when the ECE R51 test for

driving according to that specified for "other vehicles"

is involved. Thus, the selection of method ECE R41 or

EPA is not dramatically influencing the result.

From table 13 it appears that the EPA emission limits

are more liberal than those prescribed in ECE R41,

for the tested vehicles. The Swedish limits are the

most tolerant.

Weighing all features of the methods together, it

appears that the ECE R51 method is less practicable

and requires more labour than ECE R41 without obtaining

any benefit in repeatability and precision. The EPA
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method requires more space and labour than the ECE R41

method and lacks a little in repeatability. Then, the

ECE R41 method appears to be the most favourable in

those respects that we have tested.

Comparison of vehicle-stationary methods

The intention with the stationary measured noise levels

is mainly to enable fast and simple checks on conform-

ity of in-use vehicles with type approval vehicles.

From table 9 it can be seen that the EPA method gives

a lower random error then the ECE method(s) for the

same number of measurements. When considering full tests

according to the standards - where the EPA requires

one measurement per side compared to three per side

for the ECE method - the difference is marginal. The

5% risk interval for one test of 1.4 dB(A) (table 10)

is still a bit too high to be insignificant relative

to a 4 dB(A) margin*. Especially when considering

that the systematic errors (site influence, instrument

errors, etc) and rounding errors are not included.

A wider noise level range is obtained in the ECE method

than in the EPA method. This is advantageous if a

better differentiation between vehicles is desired-

As the correlation between the ECE and EPA methods is

very high, it appears that they measure the same cha-

racteristics.

In summary, there is no dramatic difference between

the methods. The only difference might be the favour

for EPA to require only one measurement per side with-

out suffering impaired precision.

* As was proposed in ref 11.
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Problems common for all methods

 

As Shown in 8.4, it is necessary to make some test

runs before the regular measurements begin; if a loss

of at least 0.5-1.0 dB(A) in accuracy is not accepted.

This is valid even when the vehicle temperature has

been brought into the normal range.

It is not specified in any method if, and how, rounding

of the values shouldbe made. Many vehicles tend to

gather around the noise emission limit and problems

often arise with those who are just above the limit.

If 86.9 and 86.1 are reported for two vehicles when

the limit is 86 dB(A), which of them (if any) should

be accepted? Despite gross measurement errors, there

must be one exact limit somewhere, and should it be

(in this case) put at 86.00, 86.49 or 86.99?

The A weighted sound level measured outside is not

necessarily ranking the motorcycles inside houses in

a fair manner. For that reason C weighting should

complement A-weighting (see section 8.2). If this is

not observed, there is a risk that the forced noise

reductions will have a rather limited effect on the

internal environment.

Driver weightmight influence the acceleration and

thus the noise level. Limits on driver weight during

the tests might therefore be motivated.

It should be observed that a change to higher gear

might happen during the acceleration for powerful

vehicles with automatic gear box. This is not necessa-

rily a disadvantage.
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Possibilities to improve the methods

From the previous sections it can be concluded that

the ECE R41 method is best for the vehicle in-motion

measurements and that the EPA method is most favourable

for the stationary measurements. Some simple improve-

ments can be suggested.

0 Increase the number of runs in the ECE R41 motion
test to six per side (i e as in the EPA test) and
calculate the overall average noise level instead of
the maximum level. Omit the 1 dB(A) subtraction.

Then the resulting levels will not be influenced
significantly but the random errors will be about
halved. It is estimated that this improvement will
cost about 5 minutes extra labour per motorcycle
which is marginal in relation to all the necessary

paper work preparations.

0 Require that at least 5 runs be made before each

test is started.

0 For stationary measurements: Use the "slow" time
constant and average the levels instead of reporting

the maximum (ECE R41 methodL This will reduce the
random errors without affecting the labour needed.

0 Specify that the sound levels should, if possible,
be read with decimals and specify each emission
limit including decimals.

o If some reduction of time consumed for each test is
needed, the most efficient way is not to try to cut
the measurements but to reduce all paper-work. The
most labour comsumptive work in each test was, first-
ly, the search for vehicle mechanics data (to calcu-

late the test speeds), secondly, the filling of
vehicle data in the form presented in annex 1 of the
ECE standards.
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The need for improved accuracy

A 1.0 dB(A) random or rounding error is certainly not

important for the traffic noise annoyance. This small

noise difference is in fact barely audible. The problem

is that several small errors - each of them insignifi

cant - can add to a highly significant one. To avoid

this, it is important to try to minimize each indivi

dual error.

Consider this example:

M§§§2£§m§2§_99_§§§2292§£2_r§h;9l§_(EXE§_§99£92§l)

True noise level = 92.5 dB(A)

Random error = -1.4

Rounding error = -O.4

Instrument inaccuracy = -O.5

Calibration inaccuracy = -O.2

Reported noise level = 90 dB(A)

Qaggzs§E-92-§-2§§é_zsh;9l§

True noise level = 92.5 dB(A)

Random error = +1.4

Rounding error = +0.4

Instrument inaccuracy = +0.5

Calibration inaccuracy = +0.2

Production tolerance = +1.0

Reported noise level = 96 dB(A)

Of the 6 dB(A) difference, 5 dB(A) is caused by errors

alone. The probability is quite low that all the errors

work in the same direction, but even when reversing the

sign of several of them, a big difference due to

errors may result.
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Another example, which is not theoretically constructed

but from our actual measurements by the ECE R41/51

stationary method (two of the six tests on motorcycle

NO. 1):

Measured noise level 96.9 dB(A)

Rounding error -O.9

Subtraction of 1 dB(A) -1

Reported noise level (decimal omitted) 95 dB(A)

Measured noise level 99.0 dB(A)

Rounding error 0.0

Subtraction of 1 dB(A) -1

Reported noise level (decimal omitted) 98 dB(A)

If this had been a type approval test, respective a

vehicle in use test, a substantial margin would have

been consumed as errors, and lower allowance for wear

or production tolerance would result. Note that in

this particular case all systematic errors were

minimized due to the use of same equipment, same

site and same vehicle.

If the random error is reduced by 50% and the rounding

error reduced to < 0.1 dB(A), as proposed above, a

total improvement of 1.8 dB(A) is obtained in the

first example above. This would, for example, allow

an additional 1.8 dB(A) extra production tolerance if

the improvement is not instead used to tighten the

limits.

A tight noise level margin, i e allowed noise increase

from type approval vehicle to either production or

in-use vehicle, is necessary for meaningful control of

noise. If a tolerated increase would be (say) 6 dB(A),
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this kind of regulation would lose much of its

meaning.

The only way to retain a reasonable effect by the

production and in-use vehicle tests and avoid unfair

measurements is to reduce the measurement errors, even

if they individually are very small.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The most important conclusions and recommendations are

given below:

0 Much paper and calculation work was needed before any

measurements could take place. All measurements were

generally quite simple and fast.

0 No significant wheel slip or lift-off occurred in

any test, despite the use of powerful machines.

0 Even after the vehicles had been brought to normal

temperature, etc., there was a traceable systematic

change in noise level during at least the 5 first

runs .

0 There were systematic differences between the two

sides concerning noise level. The two-sided measure-

ment should thus be retained.

o The variation from run to run was about i0.4-O.6

dB(A) in all the motion tests (standard deviation),

except for some vehicles in the ECE R51 test.

0 Complete tests showed a repeatability of i0.3-O.5

dB(A) in the standard motion tests and about iO.7

dB(A) in the standard stationary tests (standard

deviation).

0 Use of the "slow" time constant (in the EPA test)

seems to be favourable in terms of increased preci-

sion.

0 The repeatability could be increased by using a few

more runs and averaging instead of retaining maxi-

mum values. Another improvement (ECE R41/51 sta-
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tionary method) would be to use the "slow" time con-

stant in the sound level meter.

The problem of rounding errors should be addressed.

This kind of error is completely unnecessary. It is

proposed that decimals are included both in measured

values and in noise emission limits. At least, uni-

form principles for rounding to integer numbers

(noise levels) should be given.

Motorcycle noise ranking is somewhat affected by

the type of method.

The correlation between the methods was good as con

cerns ECE R41 versus EPA (motion). The ECE R51

(motion) method correlates well with the other

methods only when driving conditions are similar

to those used for passenger cars. The correlation

between the stationary ECE and EPA methods was very

good. A good correlation means that - basically -

the methods measure the same characteristics.

Several of the tested motorcycles emitted noise

levels which are in violation of existing or prOposed

standards. Two motorcycles emitted extremely high

noise levels. The highest level recorded was 131

dB(A) (l) in the stationary ECE R41 method (0.5 m

from exhaust outlet).

The average motorcycle (of those tested here) emitted

86 dB(A) which is about 6 times the sound power of

an average passenger car and the same as the maximum

allowable noise level (in the EEC) for heavy trucks

with engine power < 147 kW.

As the method for testing motorcycles in motion, the

ECE R41 is preferred. In the ECE R51 method some
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vehicles performed poorly in the third gear. The ECE

R51 and EPA methods require more runs than the ECE

R41 without obtaining better precision. The EPA

method requires more space and labour due to a spe-

cial acceleration test. The EPA method also gives a

higher random error (poorer repeatability) than the

ECE methods.

0 As the method for testing motorcycles stationary,

the EPA method has a little and maybe insignificant

advantage over the ECE methods due to the require-

ment of two instead of six repeated readings on a

sound level meter.

0 The advantages of the ECE R41 method over the EPA

method for vehicles in motion are greater than the

advantages of the EPA method over the ECE R41 method

for stationary vehicles. Therefore, if one method

must be used for both motion and stationary measure-

ments, the ECE R41 is preferred.

0 With the present imprecision in the methods it is

questionable whether the allowed 3 dB(A) noise in-

crease between type approval and production testing

(the ECE "motion" methods) can be accepted. Some

unfair decisions based on this margin could result

due to measurement errors. A higher margin would

on the other hand - make this noise abatement less

meaningful. The only way to avoid this dilemma is

to improve the accuracy. PrOposals concerning this

are given above.
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STATENS VEG-

The National

OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

Road and Traffic

581 01 Linkoping, Sweden

MOTORCYCLE DATA
(34)

MC NO . 7

LINKOPING

Research Institute,

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

Model year

Motorcycle type

Manufacturer

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture

Suzuki

7982

GSX400E

Suzuht

AB MOTOR-SERVICE

 

Serial number

Swedish registration number

Engine type (if unconventional)

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional)

GKSIC 700603/K507 700678

CCD 275

4 va veA/cg .

4

 

399

 

Front: 3 OOSIKIJPRJ Ream; 3.5051814PR)

 

Max. permissible gross weight

 

No of exhaust pipes/outlets 2/2

 

Tachometer on motorcycle(yes/no)?

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

Number of forward gears

Gear ratios 7:2.461.

yes

man .

6

7:7.3801 1:0.961Ll:0.8577:7.777. 7:7.725.

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.) -

CorreSponding ratios

 

Final drive ratio

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power

Maximum rated RPM

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of
silencing system:

7:6.729

8500

9500

?315

Datuea cn y
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MC No. 1. Test No. I

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

 

 

 

 

    

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 40

RPM at stationary test 5325 4275 17:0

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 2'7 m/s

  

  

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

 

 

     

 

   

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.96 0.74 0.47 -

ECE R 51 80.65 0.73 0.67

EPA 82.00 0.33 0.46

Vehicle stationaq¢:ECE R 41 97.56 7.78 0.84

R 51 H H N

EPA 91.44 0.64 0.46

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 35:7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 80-0 dB(A)
EPA 32.; dB(A)

Vehicle stationaqszCE R 41 98'0 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 92.3 dB(A)

   

 

 

33. Comments:
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MC N0. 7. Te¢t NC.Z

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

 

ECE R é1 ECE R 51 EPA

 

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

    

30. Ambient data:

 

 

    

 

  

 

 

     

  

Typical background noise level <30 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 2'0 m/s

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R £1 85.22 1.07 0.54

ECE R 51 80.78 0.47 0.26

EPA 82.03 0.39 0.25

Vehicle s:ationaq;:ECE R 41 9(5-59 0.44 0.37

ECE R 51 " " "

EPA 90.37 0.25 0.18

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 34-5 dB(A)

ECE R 51 30-6 dB(A)
EPA 82.0 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary:ECE R 41 96.3 dB(A)

ECE R 51 x " dB(A)

EPA ' 90.5 dB(A)

 
 

 

 
 

33. Comments: EPA tcot (motion): Not poooib e to exc£ude thedece£enat£0n nozoc.
"T00 Zong acce£."
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Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

MC N0. 7. Test N0. 3

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 2.0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.97 0.67 0.43

ECE R 51 80.15 0.60 0.38

EPA 87.24 0.67 0.39

Vehicle stationanyzECE R a1 96-34 0-44 0-30

ECE R 51 " " "

EPA 90.70 0.20 0,14

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85'] dB(A)

ECE R 51 go_z dBCA)

EPA 37~7 dB(A)

Vehicle stationap;:ECE R 41 95 9 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 90.7 dB(A)

    

Comments:
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MC N0. 1. Tagz N0. 4

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 2-0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in mOtion: ECE R 41 84.72 0.?3 0.44

ECE R 51 80.?5 . 0.48 0.30

EPA 82.56 0.72 0.46

Vehicle stationaqn ECE R 41 97.36 0.55 0.37
R M H H

EPA 91.24 0.57 0.39

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE 41 34-8 dB(A)

ECE 51 80.3 dB(A)

EPA 33-0 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 97-0 dB(A)

.ECE R 51 vv dB(A)

EPA 91,3 dB(A)

Comments:
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MC NO- 7- Test N0. 5

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

 

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

 

 
 

30. Ambient data:

 

Typical background noise level < 0 dB(A)5

Typical wind speed 2.0 m/s

  

   

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

  

 

 

 

 

 

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84,94 0,45 Q ?5

ECE R 51 87.01 0.43 0.27

EPA 82.83 0.35 0.22

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 97 15 7 77 0'84

ECE R 51 " " "

EPA 90.52 0.43 0.37

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.0 dB(A)

ECE R 51 80.6 dB(A)

EPA 33.7 dBCA)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 97-8 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA qgké, dB(A)

 

   

33. Comments:
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MC N0. 7. Tab: No, 6

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 4.0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.72 0.79 0.50

Ecg R 51 81.24 0.49 0.3?

EPA 82.89 0.74 0.47

Vehicle stationaqzzECE R 41 95~76 0-83 0°59
:CE R H H H

EPA 90 20 Q 26 0.78

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.4 dB(A)

ECE 51 80 6 dB(A)

EPA 83.0 dBCA)

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 96.8 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 90.9 dB(A)

 

 

  

Comments:
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STATENS VAG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 01 Linkoping,

MC N0. 2

LINKUPING

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle Suzuki

 

Model year 1973

 

Motorcycle type GT750L

 

Manufacturer Suzuki

 

Manufacturers representative AB MOTOR-SERVICE

 

Date of manufacture

 

Serial number

Swedish registration number

42337

 

Engine type (if unconventional)

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

3 cu . mien c00£cd

7
b

738

 

Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional)

4.70H19(700/90H79} - 4.25/85HR(170/90H18)

 

Max. permissible gross weight

 

No of exhaust pipes/outlets

 

Tachometer on motorcycle(yes/no)?

 

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

 

Number of forward gears

 

Gear ratios 1:2.846, 7:1.736, 7:7.363, 7:7.725, 1:0.967

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

Corresponding ratios

 

 

Final drive ratio 1:5.038

 

Engine Speed (RPM) at max. power 6500

 

Maximum rated RPM

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions_during test

Brief description of
silencing system:

2000

3850

Dnivcn on g
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MC NO. 2. Test N0. 7

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests: 

   

 

 

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach RPM 3772 2962 3465

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 45.9

RPM at stationary test 4875 4875 3500

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 2'0 m/s

 

 

 

 

 

31. Average noise levels (in dBCA)):

 

 

    

 

   

  

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R #1 85.99 0.26 0.17

ECE R 51 86.81 0.72 0.46

EPA 87.47 1.17 0.71

98.50 .9 .
Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 0 0 0 O4

N H N

EPA 94.45 0.26 0.18

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.3 dB(A)

ECE R 51 86.6 dB(A)

EPA 82.5 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 98'? dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 94.? dB(A)

    

 

33. Comments:
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MC N0. 2. T251 N0, 2

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dBCA)

Typical wind speed 2.0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.9? 0.31 0.21

ECE 51 86.56 0.36 0.22

EPA 81.18 7.22 0.??

Vehicle stationary: ECE 41 99.03 0.24 0.1?
R H H H

EPA 94.88 0.43 0.31

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 35 7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 35.5 dB(A)

EPA 82.2 dB(A)

Vehicle stationaq;:ECE R 41 98.6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)
EPA 95.8 dB(A)

Comments:
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MC No. 2. Tea: N0. 3

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

 

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

  

 

30. Ambient data:

 

Typical background noise level <30 dBCA)

Typical wind Speed ' m/s

    

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)): 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.74 0.30 0.19

acz R 51 86.53 0.49 0.31

EPA 80.97 1.03 0.65

. . . 99.39 0.67 0.48
Venicle stationan7:ECE R 41 _________

R H H N

EPA 95 {a Q 43 Q 31

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 35-3 dB(A)

ECE R 51 86.0 dB(A)

EPA 81.9 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 99.7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 96.2 dB(A)

   

 

 

33. Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 2. TQAI No. 4

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 2-9 m/s

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85:93 0-34 0-27

ECE R 51 86.61 0.67 0.43

EPA 81 i5 Q g Q 44

Vehicle stationan/zECE R 41 99.65 0.56 0.40

ECE R 51 n " "

EPA 95.45 0.58 0.47

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.2 dB(A)

ECE R 51 86.3 dBCA)

EPA 87.9 dB(A)

Vehicle stationanizECE R 41 99.5 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 96-5 dB(A)

  

 

 

33. Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. Test No,

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dBCA)

Typical wind speed 3.0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.73 0.32 0.20

ECE 51 86.60 0.87 0.52

EPA 87.22 7.7? 0.77

Vehicle scationaq;:ECE R A] 100'79 0'39 0°28
51 H H N

EPA 95.03 7.08 0.??

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85-4 dB(A)

ECE R 51 36.7 dB(A)

EPA 82.3 dBCA)

. . 99.4
Vehicle stationary:ECE R 41 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 96-2 dB(A)

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A

   

 



30.

31.

32.

33.
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Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

MC No. 0
0

 

                    

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used

Approach RPM

Approach speed (km/h)

RPM at stationary test

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dBCA)

Typical wind speed <1 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 36.04 0.30 0.79

ECE R 51 86.85 0.32 0.20

EPA 87.84 0.79 0.50

Vehicle stationan:ECE R 41 98-75 0'57 0-36
H H H

EPA 94.83 0.37 0.26

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85'? dB(A)

ECE R 51 86.7 dB(A)

EPA 82.5 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 1+1 98-0 dB(A)

ECE 51 98 0 dB(A)

EPA 95-4 dB(A)

    

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A

TeAt N0.

    



 

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.
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STATENS VKG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

S81 01 Linkdping,

MC N0. 3

LINKOPING

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

 

  

Trade name or mark of motorcycle Suzuki

Model year 7982

Motorcycle type DR4003 IDRJOO)

SuzukiManufacturer

 

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture

AB MOTOR-SERVICE

 

Serial number

Swedish registration number

Engine type (if unconventional)

DR400 771928

CRG428

Engine DR400 171995

 

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

 

Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional)

Max. permissible gross weight

3400:21 4BR 4.50-18 {RR
055 toad tynes

 

No of exhaust pipes/outlets

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)?

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

Number of forward gears

Gear ratios

1/?

02¢

man .

5

*1:12.72, 1:13.564 1 10.53, 1:8.58. 2:7.33, 1:6.49

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.) ~

Corresponding ratios

 

Final drive ratio

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power

Maximum rated RPM

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of

silencing system:

h6.49

7500

9000

6930

Dhivet on y

   

  

  

 

*

Inc uding gtnaZ tatio

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 3

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach RPM 5630 4419 4500

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 40

RPM at stationary test 5625 5625 4500

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 7.0 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 88 é Q 30 0.25

ECE R 51 85.04 0.34 0.21

EPA 83.38 0.57 0.32

Vehicle stationaqzzECE R 41 96.95 1.06 0.67

mER51 " " "
EPA 90.37 0.77 0.49

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 88.3 dB(A)

ECE R 51 84.3 dB(A)

EPA 83.7 dB(A)

Vehicle stationany:ECE R 41 98-7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 92.? dB(A)

    

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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STATENS VAG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 01 Linkoping,

MC N0. 4

LINKOPING

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

Model year

Motorcycle type

Manufacturer

Manufacturers representative

Suzuki

1982

GSIOOOG (GT71A)

Suzuki

AB MOTOR-SERVICE

 

Date of manufacture

 

Serial number GT7IA700296 Eng. T707700297

 

Swedish registration number KRU98I

 

Engine type (if unconventional)

 

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

lyre dimensions

4

997

3.50U79 4PR/'4.50VI7 JPR

 

Tyre type (if unconventional)

Max. permissible gross weight

No of exhaust pipes/outlets

Tachometer on motorcycle(yes/no)?

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

Number of forward gears

Gear ratios

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

Corresponding ratios

4/2

gab

man.

5
#

1:72.735, 1:8.627, 1:6.698, 1:5.456, 7:4.666

  

Final drive ratio 7:4.666

 

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power

Maximum rated RPM

8500

9000

 

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of

silencing system:

4950

Dtévct on u,

     

 

  

*

lnc udéng tna iatéc

VTI REPORT 243A
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31.
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Driving datafor motorcycle during tests:

MC N0.

    

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

ECE R 41 ECE R 51' EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach RPM 4250 2953 4455

Approach speed (km/h) 55.9 50 58.6

RPM at stationary test 6375 _ 6375 4500

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 7.3 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 83.97 0.34 0.27

ECE R 51 79.48 0.33 0.27

EPA 77.12 0.57 0.37

VPhiCle stationapzzECE R 41 700.54 0.46 0.33

ECE R 51 "

EPA 97.39 0.28 0.20

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 82.9 dB(A)

ECE R 51 79.? dB(A)

EPA 77.2 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary:ECE R 41 99:6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)
EPA 91.3 dBCA)

  

 

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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581 01 Linkoping,

19

STATENS VAG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

Model year

Motorcycle type

Manufacturer

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture

Suzuki

7978

637500

Suzuki

AB MOTOR-SERVICE

MC N0.

LINKOPING

5

 

   

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

Serial number 2077? Engine 46922

Swedish registration number AAU 498

Engine type (if unconventional) 4 C05.

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke) 4

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem. 74g

Engine power {kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

Tyre dimensions 3.60H79 / 4.25/85H18

Tyre type (if unconventional)

Max. permissible gross weight

No of exhaust pipes/outlets 4/2

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)? gab

Type of transmission (man./aut.) man.

Number of forward gears * 5

Gear ratios 7175-72, 7:10.45, 1:3.77, 1:6.67, 7:5.65

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

CorreSponding ratios

 

 

Final drive ratio 7:5.65

 

Engine Speed (RPM) at max. power 8000

 

Maximum rated RPM 9000

 

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of

silencing system:

4&950

Daiuen on u

 

 

  

 

  

 

Ik

Inc uding gina antic

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC NC.

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach RPM 4310 3350 4460

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 52

. 6000 6000 4500
RPM at stationary test

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 3-2 m/s

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 85.42 0.25 0.7?

ECE R 51 80.67 7.09 1.00

EPA 80.48 0.32 0.20

Vehicle stationanI:ECE R 41 99.29 7.41 0.94
R H H H

EPA 95.85 1.22 0.87

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.8 dB(A)

ECE R 51 ?9Lg dB(A)

EPA 80.? dB(A)

, . . 100.7
Vehicle stationaryzECE R 41 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 96.3 dB(A)

  

 

  

33. Comments: ECE R57: Steady acceéenation not aZwayé pebbibie

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 6

LINKOPING

Institute,

STATENS VRG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research

581 01 Linkoping, Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

  

 

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle HOHda

Model year 7982

Motorcycle type VF7503 (RCOFI

HONDAManufacturer

 

- . r a ;
Manufacturers representative AJTL HANSA

RCO72005439

FDU 658

V4-watet coated

Date of manufacture

 

Serial number Ength RC07E 2077642

 

Swedish registration number

 

Engine type (if unconventional)

 

4

748

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

 

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

 

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

 

770/90-I8 61H; 150/90 17 oSH
Tyre dimensions

 

Tyre type (if unconventional)

 

Max. ermissible ross weioht 445 haP a

No of exhaust pipes/outlets 4 2

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)? gee

  

Type of transmission (man./aut.) man.

Number of forward gears 5

Gear ratios 1:2.294, 7:1.679, 7:1.291, I 1.074, 1:0.896,I:0.750

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

 

Corresponding ratios

 

  

 

Final drive ratio 7:5.255

Engine Speed (RPM) at max. power 9500

Maximum rated RPM 70000

5500Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

 

Load conditions during test Dntvct on g

Brief description of

silencing system:

  

 

     

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 6

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 3

Approach RPM 4750 3770 4950

Approach speed (km/h) 57 50 67

RPM at stationary test 7725 7725 5000

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <60 dBCA)

Typical wind speed 2.5 m/s

31 Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 87.05 0,23 Q 13

ECE R 51 81.91 0.53 Q.EZ_____

EPA 80.40 0,4é . 20

Vehicle stationaqn ECE R 41 703.33 0.57 0.37

ECE R 51 " " "

EPA 96.04 0.27 0.75

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 86.4 dB(A)

ECE R 51 81.8 dB(A)

EPA 80.4 dB(A)

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 702.9 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 96.4 dB(A)

33. Comments:

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 7

STATENS VRG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT LINKUPING

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 01 Linkoping, Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

   

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle S ZUCL

Model year I987

Motorcycle type @8450

SuzukiManufacturer

 

Manufacturers representative AB MOTOR-SERVICE

Date of manufacture

5077092 Engine 153792

KTw 068

Serial number

Swedish registration number

Engine type (if unconventional) -

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke) 4

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem. 443

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

 

3.00318 JPR 4.70HI8Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional)

 

Max. permissible gross weight

    

 

No of exhaust pipes/outlets 2/2

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)? was

Type of transmission (man./aut.) man.

Number of forward gears 6

Gear ratios *7:78.78, 7:73.56, 7:10.53, I:8.58,1:7.33,1:6.48

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.) -

CorreSponding ratios

  

 

Final drive ratio 1:6.48

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power 9000

Maximum rated RPM 9500

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition) 6935

 

Load conditions during test Dkiuei ORE?

Brief description of
silencing system:

 

   

 

  

 

*

Inciuding gina latte

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. ?

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 2

Approach RPM 5820 4520 4750

Approach Speed (km/h) 50 50 47

RPM at stationary test 6750 6750 4750

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <55 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed < 7 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 34.37 0.46 0.29

ECE R 51 80.34 0.61 0.39

EPA 78.47 0.42 0.27

Vehicle stationaqn ECE R 41 97-35 0.56 0-40
R H N H

EPA 91.73 0.54 0.38

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 83.9 dB(A)

ECE R 51 29.6 dB(A)

EPA 78.6 dB(A)

Vehicle stationary: ECE R 41 97.6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 dB(A)

EPA 91.0 dB(A)

  

 

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC N0. 8

STATENS VITG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT LINKUPING

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 01 Linkoping, Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA
 

 

   

 

 

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle Yamaha

Mcdel year 7987

Motorcycle type R0250LC (4L7)

Manufacturer VAMAHA

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture -

Serial number 4L7 30é885

Swedish registration number 8CD 588

 

Engine type (if unconventional) Waten COOZed 2 cg i

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke) r

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem. 447

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?) - '

3.00518 JPR/ U
) 1
!

C
)

(
A
N 0
0

4
-

W
U

7
0Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional) -

Max. permissible gross weight 337 kg

No of exhaust pipes/outlets 2/2

Tachometer on motorcycle<yes/no)? yea

Type of transmission (man./aut.) ma -

Number of forward gears 5

I:2.571,I:1.778,I:I.378,I:I.083,1:0.962,I:0.889Gear ratios

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

 

Corresponding ratios

 

  

Final drive ratio 1:6.543

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power 8500

Maximum rated RPM 9500

 

8478

Dniuen oan

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of

silencing system:

   

  

 

 

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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MC NC

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 3 3 2

Approach RPM 4745 4745 4750

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 42.5

RPM at stationary test 6375 6375 4750

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 2.5 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE 41 77.68 0.45 0.28

H H N

EPA 87 74 7.00 0.57

Vehicle stationan¢:ECE R a1 95.30 0.34 0.27

R H H H

EPA 89.25 0.66 0.47

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 ?7.2 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 82.4 dB(A)

Vehicle stationaqyzECE R 41 94.6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

1 EPA 89.8 dB(A)

  

 

 

Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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STATENS VAG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and

S81 01 Linkoping,

Am ML 9

LINKOPING

Research Institute,Traffic

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

 

Model year

  

Motorcycle type

Manufacturer

 

Manufacturers representative

 
Date of manufacture

 

Serial number

Vamaha

7982

07125 (700)

YAMAHA

700000324

 

Swedish registration number

 

Engine type (if unconventional)

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

Waiat cooZed

723

 

Tyre dimensions

Tyre type (if unconventional)

Max. permissible gross weight

No of exhauSt pipes/outlets

Tachometer on notorcycle<yes/no)?

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

Number of forward gears

Gear ratios

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

Corresponding ratios

7.

2.75-27 JPR/ 4.10 - 73 4PR

044 read

320 kg

N?

no

man .

l

O

-3.500,l:2.214,1:7.556,7:I.190,7:7.000,7:0.840

  

Final drive ratio

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power

Maximum rated RPM

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

Brief description of
silencing system:

1:8.854

41000

8000

7600

Dtévat cnfu

    

 

   

VTI REPORT 243A
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MCNm

29. Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 3 3 3

Approach RPM 5250 5250 4000

Approach Speed (km/h) 37-5 37-5 2

RPM at stationary test 5250 5250 4000

30. Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 3.0 m/s

31. Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 30.35 0.85 0.54
R t H H "

EPA 7?.32 0.56 0.36

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 707.40 0.24 0.18
R H N H

EPA 95.89 0.53 0.58

32. Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 80.5 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA '77 5 dB(A)

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 700-6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)
EPA 96-3 dB(A)

    

33. Comments:

 

VTI REPORT 243A
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STATENS VAG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 Ol Linkoping,

kw No.70

LINKOPING

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

Model year

Motorcycle type

Manufacturer

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture

Lavenda

1987

Join

Mata Lauamda S.P.A.

Le ea

 

Serial number

Swedish registration number

Engine type (if unconventional)

LAV70007674

KVL 447

3cg

Engine DGM125770M

 

Cycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine diSplacem.

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

4

 

980

 

 

Tyre dimensions
700/90V78 / 720/90V78

 

lyre type (if unconventional)

 

Max. permissible gross weight

 

No of exhaust pipes/outlets

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)?

Type of transmission (man./aut.)

Number of forward gears

Gear ratios

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.)

Corresponding ratios

U
)

(\
3

ya

man

5

1:72.??0,7:8.08?,l:5.900,1:5.037,7:4.294

  

Final drive ratio

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power

7:4.294

7250

 

Maximum rated RPM 8700

 

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition)

Load conditions during test

4785

 

Daiuex on g

 

Brief description of
silencing system:

 

 

 

   

  

1}

IncCudrng jLnaC ratio
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MC N0. 70

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 2 3 3

Approach RPM 3625 _33E§L__ 4305

Approach Speed (km/h) 55.7 50 89.8

RPM at stationary test 5440 5440 4350

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 2-7 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 ?.89 0,92 0.49

ECE R 51 83.47 4.63 2.93

EPA 95.08 I 0.99 0.60

Vehicle stationaq::ECE R 41 173.59 7.84 1.1?

MER51 " " "

EPA 99.63 0.38 0.28

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 98.0 dB(A)

ECE R 51 85.] dB(A)

EPA 95.8 dB(A)

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 774.6 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 700.3 dB(A)

    

Comments: ECE R57 teat: "Imptopet" accc emxtcon
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MC N0. 77
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STATENS VFIG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT ' LINKOPING

The National Road and Traffic Research Institute,

581 01 Linképing, Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

   

Trade name or mark of motorcycle HUSQVARNA

Model year 7953

240WRMotorcycle type

 

Manufacturer HILbQL a/ Ula. MC IO/LCIJIIZECL L

Manufacturers representative

 

Date of manufacture

 

IW

Serial number W» 07037

 

Swedish registration number

 

Engine type (if unconventional)

 

(
\
QCycles (two-stroke or four-stroke)

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem; 239

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?) ~

lyre dimensions 3.00-27 5.00 78

  

Tyre type (if unconventional) Metatioss

Max. permissible gross weight -

No of exhaust pipes/outlets I/I

 

Tachometer on motorcycle(yes/no)? N0

  

Type of transmission (man./aut.) Man-

Number of forward gears 6
*

Gear ratios 7:79.0.7;73.5l7;]0,3_1:8,2.I:7.0,I:5.9

 

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.) -

CorreSponding ratios -

 

  

Final drive ratio 7:5.9

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power 5700

Maximum rated RPM 9000

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition) 8035

 

Load conditions during test Driven on y

Brief description of
silencing system: Expansion bax + Si cnceh

 

 

     

*

Inc uding fina£.m$tt0
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MC N0. 77

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R 41 ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used 3 3 2

Approach speed (km/h) 50 50 47.2

RPM at stationary test 4275 4275 4500

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <50 dB(A)

Typical wind Speed 7.6 - 4.7 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.29 7.05 0.67

I! H H

EPA 81.73 0.46 0.33

Vehicle stationamyzECE R 41 95.42 0.96 0.53

H 77 H

EPA 94.54 0.23 0.76

Reported noise levels:

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 84.7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 '84.? dB(A)

EPA 84.3 dB(A)

Vehicle stationany:ECE R 41 96.2 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 94.8 dB(A)

  

 

Comments: Engine ma juncticn a ten pant 05 EPA :25: (motion)
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STATENS VHG- OCH TRAFIKINSTITUT

The National Road and Traffic Research

581 01 Linkoping,

MC NO.

LINKOPING

Institute,

Sweden

 

NOISE EMISSION TESTS: MOTORCYCLE DATA

 

Trade name or mark of motorcycle

Model year

HUSQVARNA

7%2

 

Motorcycle type 420AE

 

Manufacturer Husqvaina Motoicgh an AB

 

Manufacturers representative

Date of manufacture  

 

 

  

 

   

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Serial number WN 03875

Swedish registration number '

Engine type (if unconventional)

Cycles (two-stroke or four stroke) 2

Cylinder capacity/engine displacem. 472

Engine power (kW/hp, SAE/DIN ?)

Tyre dimensions 3.00 - 27 1400/90-77

Tyre type (if unconventional) 044 ncad

Max. permissible gross weight -

No of exhaust pipes,outlets 7 ?

Tachometer on motorcycleCyes/no)? N0

Type of transmission (man./aut.) at.

Number of forward gears 4

Gear ratios 7:15.9. 7:77.8, 1:9.4, 7:7.8

Number of positions on manual selector (autom.transm.) 7

Corresponding ratios

Final drive ratio 7 7-8

Engine speed (RPM) at max. power 6800

Maximum rated RPM 8000

Closing RPM (accord. to EPA definition) 6083

Diiven on yLoad conditions during test

 

Brief description of
silencing system: Expansion box A Si encen
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MC NO. 72

Driving data for motorcycle during tests:

ECE R Al ECE R 51 EPA

Gear used llaatom) llagtom) _ L_hmtt0m)

Approach RPM 3955 3955 4000

Approach speed (km/h) 30 30 iQLi_

RPM at stationary test 5700 5100 400Q

Ambient data:

Typical background noise level <40 dB(A)

Typical wind speed 2.3 m/s

Average noise levels (in dB(A)):

Average Standard 95 Z confid.

deviation interval l

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 96.97 0.57 0.29

ECE R 51 " " 3

EPA 97.63 0.61 0.39 _-

Vehicle stationapszCE R 41 730 ?0 0,02 0 44

ECF R 51 " " "

EPA 706.46 l l? 0.83

   

 

Reported noise levels:

 

Vehicle in motion: ECE R 41 96-2 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 92.] dBCA)

Vehicle stationanyzECE R 41 730.7 dB(A)

ECE R 51 " dB(A)

EPA 707.1 dB(A)

33.

 

  

 

Comments:

end 05 the accetematton teAtA
The aatomattc geah-box changed the geaa 610m let to 2nd duatng the
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